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1Abstract—A broadband network must have the ability to
transport a large amount of information in an efficient way,
regardless of the type of service (voice, data, and video). A very
good solution for safe and lossless transmission of data from IP
access networks was the use of ATM at the core level, packing
IP into ATM cells. Nowadays, most ISPs use IP over MPLS,
because it allows, through the use of traffic engineering,
interconnection with other sections using different switching
technologies, and easy application of QoS policies and
prioritization.
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I. INTRODUCTION
MPLS is a technology specifically dedicated to service
providers (ISPs). With the implementation of new companylevel solutions (IP telephony, storage, wireless connection),
the way how traffic passes through networks is being
changed, in the sense that the quality of real-time services
becomes a critical point for all data networks. Even though
ATM networks have been effective over a long period of
time in broadband transport networks, the need to
manipulate increasing amounts of traffic has made them to
be replaced with IP over MPLS solutions [1, 2].
Even if significant service efforts are made by service
providers to change high-capacity transport equipment that
are outdated by current requirements, such as ATM
machines, and migration to modern MPLS-based solutions,
the cost of such changes does not allow a sudden migration.
Therefore, MPLS has been designed to allow
interconnection with network segments that use other data
packet processing technologies, thus creating a number of
hybrid networks in terms of packet switching.
Nevertheless, the possibility of interconnecting MPLS
with ATM, and the use of a hybrid network of this kind,
allow network portions where traffic exceeds the capabilities
of ATM equipment to be replaced by newer technologies,
but when further solutions are not required[3, 4].
II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this paper is to present the operation of a
high-capacity transport network based on an IP over MPLS
infrastructure in the CORE part. It will interconnect a
number of customers using different technologies and
services. In order to highlight the hybrid character of the
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implementation, data switching will be performed using
different protocols specific to the data link layer, namely
Ethernet, MPLS and ATM.
Implementing a CORE of MPLS requires the choice of
equipment capable of labeling IP traffic, transporting MPLS
traffic resulting from tagging, and allowing the exploitation
of specific features. Consequently, we will use the 2800
series CISCO routers for PEs and Ps. The network access
part (CE) consists of CE1, CE2 and CE4 customer
equipment that are CISCO 1811 routers and make IP over
Ethernet switching, and CE3, an ATM segment, that is
interconnected with PE1 over Ethernet. This ATM segment,
represented by a Nortel 7440 switch, is part of the previous
MPLS transport network, currently used as a distribution
and access segment for a particular customer.
In Fig. 1 we can see the physical and logical architecture
of the network, the type of services that will use and how
clients will be transported between remote locations.

Figure 1. Network topology

For the transport network to work, we need assigning IP
address classes, implementing routing mechanisms, and
setting up a specific MPLS tag switching protocol.
The routing protocols used are:
 IS-IS for routing and synchronization within the
MPLS network (IGP);
 MP-BGP for making the required vpnv4 addresses
MPLS-VPN;
 OSPF and EIGRP for packet routing between CEs
and PEs and within the ATM network.
MPLS networks require a protocol to switch labels across
each segment. For this purpose, having an MPLS-TE
implementation, we used RSVP [5].
In real networks for switching and broadband transport,
usually in PE nodes there are a large number of different
clients, often separated by vrfs so as to avoid interaction
between them. That is why, for this work, we chose the
following scenario:
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two customers connected in each PE representing the
headquarters for two different companies, separated
by vrfs;
the CE3 client is previously switched over by an
ATM machine, and then linked to PE2 via an
Ethernet interface. This allows us to demonstrate that
hybrid broadband switches can be used in real
networks;
CE2 and CE4 customers use prioritized voice traffic
and enjoy reserved bandwidth for their services,
while CE1-CE3 pair transfers best-effort data with
priority 0;
establishment of two MPLS-TE tunnels with PE1
source and destination in PE2;
tunnels configured on PE1 calculate routes to PE2
dynamically (see Fig. 2);
establishing a single tunnel with source in PE2 to
PE1 with two routing options;
the tunnel configured on PE2 will have explicitly
declared routes (see Fig. 3).
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the access to the client (LAN) and to the PE (WAN)
uses an Ethernet card that offers the possibility of
interconnection with the access equipment (Laptop)
and the PE router;
ATM switching is done inside the ATM machine,
using an OC3 card, connects through an LC-LC
optical fiber patch between dedicated machine
interfaces;
routing IP classes, both LAN and WAN linking
between ATM and PE1 (MPLS), and those used to
communicate between virtual routers is done using
the OSPF protocol, as can be seen in Fig. 4;
in order to be able to make ATM-specific switching
based on AALs, two virtual routers were configured
on the Nortel 7440;
the connection between the two virtual routers is an
ATM circuit that maps two atmnpe interfaces to two
atmif interfaces, forming a virtual cell-switching
circuit L2.

Figure 2. PE1 Tunnels

Figure 4. ATM virtual routers OSPF configuration

Data traffic was generated using the iperf3 software,
while for the voice part we used two Cisco SPA525G VoIP
phones. For the phones to communicate with each other, it
was necessary to use a Topex ECV4 PBX connected to the
LAN part of the CE4 client.
III. RESULTS

Figure 3. PE2 Tunnel

As far as the ATM network segment is concerned, it has
been configured as follows:
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The first step in this paper was the generation of data
traffic using iperf3 using 10 parallel sessions between two
LANs (laptops) connected between CE3 (ATM) and CE1
customers.
The purpose of this first step is to show that the band used
for the data exchange between the two entities is the
physical one possible at CORE level by MPLS, as no
prioritization and prior reservations are made, as can be seen
in the capture in Fig. 5.
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the voice will have a higher priority than all other types of
traffic, we expect the bandwidth allocated for data transfer
between CE1 and CE3 to undergo a further decrease so that
the 60 Mbps allocated for data traffic between CE2 and CE4
there are no changes, and at the same time the phone link
works to the best parameters. This behavior is reflected in
the results obtained in Fig. 8 which shows that data traffic
between CE1-CE3 customers occupies the remaining
bandwidth (approximately 40 Mbps), and when the call is
initiated, it decreases by approximately 10 Mbps.

Figure 5. All bandwidth is used for CE1-CE3 communication

The next step is to generate data traffic between CE2 and
CE4, traffic that comes with a priority set in the precedence
field equal to value 2 and which requires a reservation of
60 Mbps. Consequently, as can be seen in Figure 6, even
though CE1 and CE3 are an already existing session, once
the traffic coming from the CE2-CE4 pair enters the MPLS
network, the QoS policies are retained and we see a
relatively sudden decrease of the transfer rate to a value of
approximately 40 Mbps (available 100Mbps - reserved
60 Mbps = remaining 40 Mbps).

Figure 8. Bandwidth CE1-CE3 link when priority traffic enters the network

Regarding allocation of resources at the ATM section, in
Fig. 9 we can see how cells are allocated for switching traffic
based on AALs. The capture is reported at 100 Mbps traffic.

Figure 6. Decrease of CE1-CE3 transfer rate

Reporting this behavior to the CE 2 and CE routers
configuration in Fig. 7, it highlights keeping prioritization
and QoS over the MPLS-TE backbone network.

Figure 9. ATM cell allocation

Figure 7. QoS policies on CE2-CE4 routers

The third step is to initiate a phone call between the voice
LANs of the CE2 and CE4 routers while the data transfer
between CE1-CE3 and CE2-CE4 is enabled. Knowing that
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Labeling and prioritization of data packets from the two
areas of the network can be seen in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11,
namely that the data transmitted between CE2 and CE4 are
of the voice type and maintains the priority of 5 in the EXP
field, while the packets transmitted between CE1 and CE3
have entered 0 in the EXP field because QoS policies are not
used for this communication.
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Figure 10. EXP for ATM section
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use in transport networks and interaction with access
networks using QoS is carried out with greater weight.
From the point of view of efficiency when using traffic
services in avalanche, MPLS networks have the ability to
handle traffic very easily, which is also argued in the
literature, which is why ATM networks have been replaced
in the ISP with MPLS.
MPLS-TE implementations are very useful when we
transport different services, which may require prioritization
and preferential treatment. We have shown that such a
configuration can be of great help because of the efficiency
and ease with which it can take over previously prioritized
traffic by customers. It is worth mentioning that a CORE
MPLS can receive data from a regular client, as in our case,
and from another communications section, such as the ATM
distribution network. The behavior will be the same.
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Figure 11. EXP for voice

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions that can be drawn from these tests are that
MPLS CORE networks have a great advantage, namely that
they are very easy to interconnect with access networks that
use QoS policies. Even though ATM equipment allows the
use of mechanisms to ensure the quality of services, their
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